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In his first work of narrative nonfiction, Matthew Pearl, bestselling author of acclaimed novel The Dante Club, explores the little-known true
story of the kidnapping of legendary pioneer Daniel Boone’s daughter and the dramatic aftermath that rippled across the nation. On a quiet
midsummer day in 1776, weeks after the signing of the Declaration of Independence, thirteen-year-old Jemima Boone and her friends Betsy
and Fanny Callaway disappear near the Kentucky settlement of Boonesboro, the echoes of their faraway screams lingering on the air. A
Cherokee-Shawnee raiding party has taken the girls as the latest salvo in the blood feud between American Indians and the colonial settlers
who have decimated native lands and resources. Hanging Maw, the raiders’ leader, recognizes one of the captives as Jemima Boone,
daughter of Kentucky's most influential pioneers, and realizes she could be a valuable pawn in the battle to drive the colonists out of the
contested Kentucky territory for good. With Daniel Boone and his posse in pursuit, Hanging Maw devises a plan that could ultimately bring
greater peace both to the tribes and the colonists. But after the girls find clever ways to create a trail of clues, the raiding party is ambushed
by Boone and the rescuers in a battle with reverberations that nobody could predict. As Matthew Pearl reveals, the exciting story of Jemima
Boone’s kidnapping vividly illuminates the early days of America’s westward expansion, and the violent and tragic clashes across cultural
lines that ensue. In this enthralling narrative in the tradition of Candice Millard and David Grann, Matthew Pearl unearths a forgotten and
dramatic series of events from early in the Revolutionary War that opens a window into America’s transition from colony to nation, with the
heavy moral costs incurred amid shocking new alliances and betrayals.
(Essential Elements Guitar). Take your guitar teaching to a new level! Hal Leonard's top-selling comprehensive method for band and strings
is now also available for guitar. With the time-tested classroom teaching methods of Will Schmid and Bob Morris and popular songs in a
variety of styles, Essential Elements for Guitar is sure to become a staple of guitar teachers' instruction and get beginning guitar students off
to a great start. This method has been designed to meet the National Standards for Music Education, with features such as cross-curricular
activities, quizzes, multicultural songs, basic improvisation and more. Concepts covered in Book 1 include: getting started; basic music
theory; guitar chords; notes on each string; ensemble playing; and much more! Songs used in Book 1 include such hits as: Dust in the Wind *
Eleanor Rigby * Every Breath You Take * Hey Jude * Hound Dog * Let It Be * Ode to Joy * Rock Around the Clock * Stand By Me * Surfin'
USA * Sweet Home Chicago * This Land Is Your Land * You Really Got Me * and more!
By pressing the buttons in this unique and exciting sound book, children can play the guitar along to music. There are four guitar chords to
play, and five tunes to play along to, with easy-to-follow instructions and charming animal characters to explain how to do it. A delightful way
for children to start to make music and learn about how it works. Coloured dots for each chord and step-by-step instructions make it very
simple to follow. Builds on the success of our other musical sound books including the keyboard books and the drumming books.
(Modern Band). The Modern Band Method series provides a guided lesson plan for the absolute beginner, complete with audio tracks, video
lessons, and many popular songs by the biggest artists of the day! This drum method works in tandem with the other instrument methods in
the series, allowing students to play the same songs together as a full band! Drum lessons include:* How to hold your drumsticks * Proper
hand and feet techniques * Limb independence * Reading notes and rhythms * Rudiments * Rock, pop, Latin, funk, hip hop and island
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grooves * Articulations and timbre explorations * Auxiliary percussion instruments * Composing a song * Writing lyrics
As a companion piece to the easiest guitar method ever for kids ages 5 and up, this notespeller will add excitement to the learning process.
Covering the concepts in Alfred's Kid's Guitar Course Levels 1 and 2, this notespeller is the perfect complement to the method and learning
how to play guitar.
Younger students will enjoy this creative approach to playing simple guitar chords. Chords are taught with exercises that build upon each
other and eventually lead the student to playing logical and common chord progressions. These progressions include I-iii-vi-ii-V-I and twelve
bar blues in many different keys. Chords are shown in chord diagram form with detailed illustrations showing finger positions in relationship to
the fretboard. Open chords for folk music as well as power chords for rock music are presented clearly and easily in this text. A complete
easy chord chart and capo chart is provided at the end of the book for easy reference. Examples and exercises are presented in strum bar
notation.
Alfred's Kid's Guitar Course is the #1 best-selling guitar method for kids! This award-winning ("Best Product of the Year"---Disney's iParenting
Media Award) method is the easiest guitar method ever for kids ages 5 and up. Using plain language that's easy for kids to understand, three
irresistible guitar experts guide students along---a clever classical dog, one cool jazz cat, and a friendly alligator who loves the blues---they
focus attention by pointing out what's important on each page and make learning music fun! Kids will learn to play chords and melodies, read
music, and perform lots of fun songs. Parents can be effective guides to help you through this course, even if they've never had any musical
training themselves. Book 3 starts where Book 2 and the Complete book leave off. You'll learn new rhythms, chords, chromatic notes, and
how to play the song "Over the Rainbow." Plus, you can listen to every song on the enclosed CD. This book prepares students for Alfred's
Basic Guitar Method, Book 2.
Teach yourself how to play guitar with our easy guitar lessons for beginners. ***Comes with online access to free guitar videos and audio
demonstrating all examples. See and hear how each one is played by a teacher, then play along with the backing band. Also includes music
score animation for easy music learning.*** "Great, and a fun way to learn. Very good well written easy to follow book [...] this book would suit
both young and old." - Driver [Amazon UK] Progressive Guitar Method - Book 1 Deluxe Color Edition contains all you need to know to start
learning guitar - in one easy-to-follow, lesson-by-lesson guitar tutorial. Suitable for all ages and all types of guitars including acoustic guitar
and electric guitar. No prior knowledge of how to read music or playing the guitar is required to teach yourself to learn to play guitar from this
book. Teach yourself: • How to play acoustic guitar and how to play electric guitar • How to play basic guitar notes for beginners and rhythms
required for beginner guitar songs • All the fundamental guitar basics and guitar techniques of guitar playing • Practical guitar theory for
learning how to read guitar music for beginner to intermediate • How to tune a guitar • Short informative guides to acoustic guitars, electric
guitars and accessories • Guitar tips and guitar tricks that every player should know when learning guitar • Shortcuts for how to learn guitar
fast by getting the most from guitar practice sessions Contains everything you need to learn how to play the guitar today. Features include: •
Progressive step-by-step easy beginners guitar lessons written by a professional guitar teacher • Easy-to-read guitar music and guitar chords
for beginner to intermediate • Full color photos and diagrams • Guitar chord chart containing chord diagrams for all important guitar chords •
49 guitar exercises and popular easy guitar songs for beginners in rock guitar, blues guitar, traditional and folk guitar styles Beginner guitar
lessons have never been this easy for anyone who wants to learn how to play guitar, fast. LearnToPlayMusic.com's guitar lessons for
beginners are used by students and guitar teachers worldwide to learn how to play guitar. For over 30 years, our team of professional
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authors, composers and musicians have crafted guitar lesson books that are a cut above the rest. We offer a huge selection of music
instruction books that cover many different instruments and styles in print, eBook and app formats. Awarded the 'Quality Excellence Design'
(QED) seal of approval for eBook innovation, LearnToPlayMusic.com continues to set the standard for quality music education resources.
Recognized for over 50 years as the best-paced and most comprehensive guitar method available, Alfred's Basic Guitar Method has
introduced over 3 million beginners to the joy of playing guitar. This updated and expanded edition features a new layout, making it easier to
read and learn. Now included are blues, country, folk, jazz, and rock styles, plus more pop songs! New DVDs with iPod-compatible video are
now available for the visual learner, and correlating theory, chord, and pop books ensure that you'll get everything you need from one
complete method. Learning to play has never been easier or more fun than with Alfred's Basic Guitar Method---the first and best choice for
today's beginning guitar students. Book 1 covers how to hold your guitar, tuning your guitar, basics of reading music, notes on all six strings,
chords, scales and songs, bass-chord accompaniments, duets, photos and diagrams, and acoustic and electric guitars. Titles: Singin' in the
Rain * Take Me Home Country Roads * Over the Rainbow * Annie's Song * When the Saints Go Marching In.
A step-by-step guide to playing the electric guitar, shown in over 600 photographs and exercises; includes an illustrated directory of over 250
guitars and how to master a range of musical styles such as funk and disco, heavy rock, indie rock, electric blues, country guitar, jazz, lounge
and reggae, together with boxed features on influential electric heroes
Flash cards for the easiest guitar method ever for kids ages 5 and up.
Music Professor Damon Ferrante guides children five and up through how to play the guitar with step-by-step lessons for beginners and
streaming video lessons. This easy-to-follow method, used by thousands of guitar students and teachers, is designed to be interactive,
engaging and fun. It is specifically crafted to suit the needs of all children beginning the guitar. No music reading is required! Learn great
guitar songs! Each child learns how to play the guitar and read music through playing famous and beautiful songs and pieces. Along the way,
there are jokes, illustrations, and characters that make learning exciting and engaging. Based on over twenty-five years of guitar teaching
experience, Damon Ferrante's piano books are used by thousands of piano students and teachers. The Little Piano Book will greatly improve
your child's piano technique, song repertoire, creativity, and understanding of music. * Ode to Joy by Beethoven * Amazing Grace * Happy
Birthday * Jingle Bells * Yankee Doodle * When the Saints Go Marching In * Scarborough Fair * Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star * Mary had a
Little Lamb * Take Me Out to the Ballgame * Michael, Row the Boat Ashore * House of the Rising Sun * This Little Light of Mine * Home on
the Range * Shenandoah *And Many More Great Songs and Pieces!
(Guitar Method). Guitar for Kids is a fun, easy course that teaches children to play guitar faster than ever before. Continuing where Book 1 left
off, popular songs in this volume, such as "Eight Days a Week," "Let It Go," "Rock Around the Clock," "Fields of Gold," "Oye Como Va," and
"Dust in the Wind" keep kids motivated, while the clean, simple page layouts ensure their attention remains focused on one concept at a time.
The method is equally suitable for children using electric or acoustic guitars. It can be used in combination with a guitar teacher or parent,
even if they've never had any musical training themselves. The price of this book includes access to over 30 audio demonstration tracks
online, for download or streaming.
(Guitar Method). The Hal Leonard Guitar Method is designed for anyone just learning to play acoustic or electric guitar. It is based on years of
teaching guitar students of all ages, and it also reflects some of the best guitar teaching ideas from around the world. Book 1 includes tuning;
playing position; musical symbols; notes in first position; C, G, G7, D, D7, A7, and Em chords; rhythms through eighth notes; strumming and
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picking; over 80 great songs, riffs, and examples.
Alfred's Kid's Electric Guitar Course is a fun method that teaches you to play songs on the electric guitar right away! Every lesson is
explained in plain language that's easy to understand, and accompanying online audio demonstrations let you hear how the music should
sound. You'll learn from three irresistible guitar experts---a clever classical dog, one cool jazz cat, and a friendly alligator who loves the blues.
They keep your attention focused by pointing out what's important on each page and help you learn by making music fun. Parents can be
effective guides to help you through this course, even if they've never had any musical training themselves. A fun and exciting DVD, featuring
expert performer and educator Jared Meeker, is available. It takes a zany, fun approach that keeps everyone interested in learning---you
never know what's going to happen next! The DVD also includes Alfred's TNT 2 software that lets you slow down songs so you can practice
at your own pace. Companion audio tracks and the video and software are all accessible online. Get ready to take your first and best step
toward a lifetime of musical enjoyment!
Have even more fun learning to play the guitar with 14 familiar sacred songs! The arrangements in this book correlate to Alfred's Kid's Guitar
Course, Books 1, 2, and Complete---with handy page references throughout to help you integrate them directly into your lessons. Plus, the
accompanying CD contains every song performed by a professional guitarist for listening and playing along. Titles: Amazing Grace * God Is
So Good * He's Got the Whole World in His Hands * If You're Happy and You Know It * I've Got Peace Like a River * I've Got the Joy, Joy,
Joy * Jesus Loves Me * Joshua Fit the Battle of Jericho * Joyful, Joyful, We Adore Thee * Kum Ba Yah (Chord Version) * Kum Ba Yah
(Melody Version) * Michael, Row the Boat Ashore * Nobody Knows the Trouble I've Seen * Onward, Christian Soldiers * Shall We Gather at
the River * Swing Low, Sweet Chariot * This Little Light of Mine.
A clever classical dog, a cool jazz cat, and a friendly alligator help teach children to play songs on the ukulele.
(Instrumental Folio). Play 50 of your favorite pop tunes on your flute! This collection features arrangements written in accessible keys and
ranges with lyrics and chord symbols. Songs include: All My Loving * Blowin' in the Wind * Clocks * Don't Stop Believin' * Every Breath You
Take * Fireflies * Hey, Soul Sister * In My Life * Love Story * My Girl * Nights in White Satin * Sweet Caroline * Unchained Melody * Viva La
Vida * What a Wonderful World * You've Got a Friend * and more.
The easiest ukulele method ever for kids ages 5 and up. This fun method teaches you to play songs on the ukulele right away. The
accompanying online audio always lets you hear how the music should sound on any computer or handheld device. Three irresistible ukulele
experts guide students along---a clever, classical dog, one cool jazz cat, and a friendly alligator who loves the blues. They focus attention by
pointing out what's important on each page and make learning music fun! Parents can be effective guides through this course, even if they've
never had any musical training. This course is also perfect for the classroom. Songs include "Aloha Oe," "Over the Rainbow," "When the
Saints Go Marching In," and many more.
(Guitar Method). This convenient pack combines the Guitar for Kids Method and Songbook for all-in-one learning. The method is a fun, easy
course that teaches children to play guitar faster than ever before. Popular songs keep students motivated, and the clean, simple page
layouts ensure their attention remains focused on one concept at a time. Once they've got a handle on the lessons, they can practice further
using the fun songs featured in the songbook. Full tunes include: ABC * At the Hop * Brown Eyed Girl * Coconut * Don't Worry, Be Happy *
Eleanor Rigby * Electric Avenue * Every Breath You Take * Feelin' Alright * Fly like an Eagle * Get up Stand Up * The Hokey Pokey * Hound
Dog * I'm a Believer * Jambalaya (On the Bayou) * Land of a Thousand Dances * Love Me Do * Love Me Tender * Low Rider * Paperback
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Writer * Rock & Roll Part II (The Hey Song) * Surfin' U.S.A. * This Land Is Your Land * Three Little Birds * Yellow Submarine * You Are My
Sunshine.
(Guitar Method). Featuring in-depth lessons and 40 great jazz classics, the Hal Leonard Jazz Guitar Method is your complete guide to
learning jazz guitar. This book uses real jazz songs to teach you the basics of accompanying and improvising jazz guitar in the style of Wes
Montgomery, Joe Pass, Tal Farlow, Charlie Christian, Jim Hall and many others. Lesson topics include: chords and progressions; scales and
licks; comping and soloing styles; chord-melody; intros and endings; technique; equipment and sound; and more! Songs include: Satin Doll *
Take the "A" Train * Billie's Bounce * Impressions * Bluesette * My One and Only Love * Desafinado * Autumn Leaves * Watch What
Happens * Misty * Song for My Father * and more. The CD contains 99 tracks for demonstration and play-along. "Highly Recommended."
Just Jazz Guitar "Filled with well-written examples ... bask in the glory of having a lot of great material at your fingertips." Downbeat
(Guitar Educational). Teach Yourself to Play Guitar has been created specifically for the student with no music-reading background. With
lesson examples presented in today's most popular tab format, which also incorporates simple beat notation for accurate rhythm execution,
Teach Yourself to Play Guitar offers the beginning guitarist not only a comprehensive introduction to essential guitar-playing fundamentals,
but a quick, effective, uncomplicated and practical alternative to the multitude of traditional self-instructional method books. It also: covers
power chords, barre chords, open position scales and chords (major and minor), and single-note patterns and fills; includes lesson examples
and song excerpts in a variety of musical styles rock, folk, classical, country and more; familiarizes the student with fretboard organization,
chord patterns, hand and finger positions, and guitar anatomy by way of easy-to-interpret diagrams, photos and illustrations; provides
complete, concise explanations while keeping text to a minimum; and prepares the student for the option of further guitar instruction.
Simple instructions to start guitar lessons.
Recognized for over 50 years as the best-paced and most comprehensive guitar method available, Alfred's Basic Guitar Method has
introduced over 3 million beginners to the joy of playing guitar. This updated and expanded edition features a new layout, making it easier to
read and quicker to learn. Now included are blues, country, folk, jazz, and rock music styles, plus more pop songs! Learning to play has never
been easier or more fun than with Alfreds Basic Guitar Methodthe first and best choice for todays beginning guitar students. This book
combines all of the essential instructional material from Books 1, 2 and 3 of Alfred's Basic Guitar Method and is a complete course. Written in
standard notation, it guides guitarists through the basics of playing the guitar using rock, blues, country and folk music. In addition, techniques
such as bending, sliding, hammer-on and pull-off are included. CD comes with book.
(Easy Guitar). A massive collection of 100 easy arrangements of such classics as: A-Tisket A-Tasket * Alouette * America, the Beautiful * Baa
Baa Black Sheep * Bingo * Eensy Weensy Spider * The Farmer in the Dell * Hickory Dickory Dock * Home on the Range * I've Been Working
on the Railroad * If You're Happy and You Know It * John Jacob Jingleheimer Schmidt * London Bridge * The Muffin Man * Oh! Susanna *
Old MacDonald * On Top of Old Smoky * Pop Goes the Weasel * Skip to My Lou * Take Me Out to the Ball Game * Twinkle, Twinkle Little
Star * and more!
(Guitar Method). Guitar for Kids is a fun, easy course that teaches children to play guitar faster than ever before. Popular songs such as
"Yellow Submarine," "Hokey Pokey," "I'm a Believer," "Surfin' U.S.A.," "This Land Is Your Land" and "Hound Dog" keep students motivated,
and the clean, simple page layouts ensure their attention remains focused on one concept at a time. The method is equally suitable for
students using electric or acoustic guitars. It can be used in combination with a guitar teacher or parents, even if they've never had any
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musical training themselves. The accompanying audio features more than 30 tracks for demonstration and play-along. No tablature included.
Guide to playing the guitar.
Teach how to play guitar for kids with our easy guitar lessons for kids. ***Comes with online access to free guitar videos and audio
demonstrating all examples. See and hear how each one is played by a teacher, then play along with the backing band. Also includes music
score animation for easy music learning.*** "This children's book is a positive learning experience for introducing music reading to young
guitarists. The [audio] is extremely helpful as the child can point out the notes in the book while listening. The sound effects seem to capture
the child's imagination and attention well. I use this book for 5 year olds to 9. Highly recommended." - Alan J. Grundy [Amazon] Progressive
Guitar Method for Young Beginners - Book 1 contains all you need to know to start teaching kids to play guitar - in one easy-to-follow, lessonby-lesson children’s guitar tutorial. Suitable for children aged 4 to 8 years and all types of guitars including acoustic guitar and electric guitar.
No prior knowledge of how to read music or playing the guitar is required to teach a child to learn to play guitar from this book. Teach your
child: • How to play guitar chords for kids and guitar strumming patterns • How to play guitar notes for kids and guitar scales for kids • All the
fundamental techniques of guitar playing including correct posture, hand position and fingering technique for 5 beginner guitar notes and 4
beginner guitar chords • Basic guitar theory for kids including how to read music • Guitar tips for kids that every child should know when
learning guitar • Shortcuts for how to learn guitar fast by getting the most from guitar practice sessions Contains everything you need to know
about how to teach a child to play guitar today. Features include: • Progressive step-by-step easy guitar lessons written by a professional
children’s guitar teacher • Beautifully illustrated in full color throughout • Easy-to-read guitar music for kids, guitar chords for kids • Guitar
chord chart • 57 great sounding guitar exercises, guitar chord progressions and popular easy guitar music for kids Kids guitar lessons have
never been this easy for parents and teachers who want to teach children to learn how to play the guitar, fast. LearnToPlayMusic.com's guitar
lessons for kids are used by children’s guitar teachers worldwide to teach how to play guitar for kids. For over 30 years, our team of
professional authors, composers and musicians have crafted guitar lesson books that are a cut above the rest. We offer a large selection of
music lessons for kids that cover many different instruments in print, eBook and app formats. Awarded the 'Quality Excellence Design' (QED)
seal of approval for eBook innovation, LearnToPlayMusic.com continues to set the standard for quality children’s music education resources.
Provides beginning instruction including tuning, 1st position melody playing, C, G, G7, D7, and Em chords, rhythms through eighth notes,
solos and ensembles and strumming. Features a chord chart, and traditional songs like: Amazing Grace ? Greensleeves ? and When the
Saints Go Marching In.
Teach yourself how to play bass with our easy bass lessons for beginners. ***Comes with online access to free bass videos and audio
demonstrating all examples. See and hear how each one is played by a teacher, then play along with the backing band. Also includes music
score animation for easy music learning.*** "I love this book! It taught me everything I needed to know about playing bass." - Harry Smith,
Watertown MA Progressive Beginner Bass contains all you need to know to start learning to be a great bass player - in one easy-to-follow,
lesson-by-lesson bass tutorial. Suitable for all ages and all types of basses including electric bass and acoustic bass. No prior knowledge of
how to read music or playing the bass guitar is required to teach yourself to learn to play bass guitar from this book. Teach yourself: • How to
play beginner bass notes and beginner bass scales used in popular bass lines and bass licks • All the fundamental techniques of bass
playing including how to play bass with a pick or fingers and how to play using alternate picking, slides and hammer-ons • How to read bass
music for beginners and how to read bass tab for beginners • Bass theory for reading key signatures, time signatures, intervals, sharps and
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flats, ties, rests, triplets and syncopation • How to tune bass • Bass tips and bass tricks that every player should know when learning bass
guitar • Shortcuts for how to learn bass fast by getting the most from bass practice sessions Contains everything you need to know to learn to
play the bass today. Features include: • Progressive step-by-step easy beginners bass guitar lessons written by a professional bass teacher
• Full color photos and diagrams • Easy-to-read bass music for beginners, accompanying guitar chords and easy bass tabs for beginners •
61 bass exercises, bass riffs, bass arpeggios and popular easy bass songs for beginners in classic rock styles • Diagrams showing all notes
on the bass guitar fretboard Beginner bass lessons have never been this easy for anyone who wants to learn how to play the bass guitar,
fast. LearnToPlayMusic.com's bass lessons for beginners are used by students and bass teachers worldwide to learn how to play bass
guitar. For over 30 years, our team of professional authors, composers and musicians have crafted bass lesson books that are a cut above
the rest. We offer a huge selection of music instruction books that cover many different instruments and styles in print, eBook and app
formats. Awarded the 'Quality Excellence Design' (QED) seal of approval for eBook innovation, LearnToPlayMusic.com continues to set the
standard for quality music education resources.
Alfred's Kid's Piano Course is a fun method that teaches you to play songs on the piano right away. This complete edition combines levels 1
and 2 with the activity pages of the Notespeller, and includes online access to recordings of each song and exercise so you always know how
the music should sound. Each lesson on every colorful page is explained in plain language that's easy to understand; plus, you get to learn
from three irresistible piano experts---a clever, classical dog, one cool jazz cat, and a friendly alligator who loves the blues. They draw
attention to what's important on each page and help you learn by making music fun! Parents can be effective guides to help you through this
course, even if they've never had any musical training themselves. The companion DVD to this edition features a live instructor to make
learning the piano even easier! Hosted by expert teacher Gayle Kowalchyk, this video demonstrates the fundamentals of piano playing,
teaches you how to read music, and helps you play lots of fun songs! The DVD features live performances that demonstrate how the music
should sound, and includes bonus MP3 audio tracks of all the examples for listening and playing along! Online access to the video and MP3s
are included free with the DVD kit as well. Get ready to take your first and best step toward a lifetime of musical enjoyment!
Provides exercises for jazz guitar techniques, including jazz riffs, breaks, fill-ins, and solos.

Presents step-by-step lessons covering the basics of guitar playing.
Practice composing your own musical creations with the Alfred's Kid's Guitar Course Music Writing Book. Containing 32
pages of 6 staves each with wide spacing, the included guide to writing music helps beginners get started and is a
perfect complement to the method!
Alfred's Kid's Guitar Course is a fun method that teaches you to play songs on the guitar right away. Each lesson on
every colorful page is explained in plain language that's easy to understand, and accompanying audio that you can
stream or download online is included so you can hear what each example should sound like. Plus, you get to learn from
three irresistible guitar experts---a clever, classical dog, one cool jazz cat, and a friendly alligator who loves the blues.
They keep your attention focused by pointing out what's important on each page and help you learn by making music fun!
Parents can be effective guides to help you through this course, even if they've never had any musical training
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themselves. Get ready to take your first and best step toward a lifetime of musical enjoyment!
This book is the perfect introduction to the Guitar for kids of all ages. With no sheet music to follow, kids can easily follow
the clear and simple diagrams and photos to learn their first chords, play fun tunes and gain confidence playing their first
guitar! * Easy to follow instructions and illustrations * Simple exercises to follow and practice * Learn at their own pace *
Fun and easy songs, chords and tunes to play * Simply follow the lessons in the book and kids will be playing guitar in no
time !
The Beginner Guitar Lessons for Kids Book with Online Video & Audio access by Jay Wamsted is designed to help the
absolute beginning student learn to play the guitar. This step-by-step course is designed for elementary school-aged
children (ages 5-11) and quickly teaches the student to play songs they will know and love. This method includes online
access to video instruction that will help the child play with proper form and timing. The video shows the guitar, both
hands, and the sheet music on-screen at the same time. The audio tracks allow the student to practice and play along
with easy songs. The combination of book, video, and audio make this the easiest to understand guitar course for kids
available.
Bestselling author Sherman Alexie tells the story of Junior, a budding cartoonist growing up on the Spokane Indian
Reservation. Determined to take his future into his own hands, Junior leaves his troubled school on the rez to attend an
all-white farm town high school where the only other Indian is the school mascot. Heartbreaking, funny, and beautifully
written, The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian, which is based on the author's own experiences, coupled with
poignant drawings by Ellen Forney that reflect the character's art, chronicles the contemporary adolescence of one
Native American boy as he attempts to break away from the life he was destined to live. With a forward by Markus Zusak,
interviews with Sherman Alexie and Ellen Forney, and four-color interior art throughout, this edition is perfect for fans and
collectors alike.
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